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Abstract: It has been stated frequently that the soundscape as perceived and appraised by the user 
of a space, extends beyond the physical stimulus. We argue that, when introducing to 
human-factor in analyzing a sonic environment, the sounds that people hear play an important 
role. This holds in particular for rather quiet and infrequent disturbance of park soundscapes. 
Auditory attention mechanisms are essential in the process. Attention can be drawn by saliency 
elements such as changes in time and frequency, but it can also be outward oriented and voluntary. 
These mechanisms could explain the special role of natural sounds in distracting attention from 
mechanical background hum in a park environment. These theoretical concepts have now been 
implemented in measuring equipment that allows estimating how often particular sounds will be 
heard by a human listener. The methodology includes biologically inspired feature extraction, 
learning based on co-occurrence of features and saliency, attention focusing, and inhibition of 
return. Extension to binaural measurements increasing the unmasking effect is also discussed. 




The study and design of urban sonic environments has since a few decades embraced the soundscape  
concept. Nevertheless very little has been achieved regarding detailed theoretical understanding, 
modeling and measuring. Quite often, researchers and designers turn to classical Leq based noise maps and 
level measurements when bringing their ideas to practice. New theories, models and measurement 
techniques are needed. These should relate the physical sounds that are present in the sonic environment 
to the sound objects that are the more important building blocks of the soundscape object in the human 
mind. Attention to those physical sounds plays an important role in determining the importance of them in 
the soundscape. In this paper we focus on this role of attention.  
In Section 2 a theory for soundscape is further developed to include knowledge on attention 
mechanisms gathered from psychology and physiology, in particular neurology. This theory is used in 
Section 3 to explain known dependencies in soundscape research. Section 4 explains how attention 
mechanisms could be included in measurement instrumentation.  
 
2. A soundscape theory 
 
In a strict sense soundscape could be regarded as the object existing in the observers mind to stress the 
importance of the listener. However, by extension authors often refer to the physical environment as the 
soundscape. In this section we adhere to the first approach. The purpose of the proposed soundscape 
theory is to gather information from different disciplines regarding the perception of sound and 
environmental sound in particular and present it in a concise and self consistent way. This allows 
combining the growing insight provided by neuroscience and in particular brain imaging with 




In a previous publication [Botteldooren et al., 2011] a theory on soundscape obtained from the work of 
COST TD0804 was presented. Different styles of listening were identified as the first step in constructing 
the soundscape in the listeners mind. As the listening experience in a sonic environment evolves, the 
listener switches between different listening styles: from the more holistic listening in readiness waiting 
for familiar or important sounds to emerge (expected or not), to listening in search expecting particular 
sounds in a context, or even to story listening focusing attention on one particular sonic story within the 
multitude of sounds. Listening as a whole can be using more or less cognitive processing resources 
leading to foregrounding (attentive listening) and backgrounding (holistic listening)  [Truax, 2001]. 
Switching between these types of listening depends on multi-leveled attention processes and higher 
cognitive functions. 
Let us now focus on the attention mechanism in more detail. One could say that main role of selective 
attention is to prevent sensory signals from overloading the higher level cognitive system. For 
experiencing the sonic environment, not attentively listening to the sounds is the default state. However, 
as the auditory system always stays alert, sounds within the sonic environment cou ld draw attention. The 
proposed theoretical model foresees a two stage mechanism to account for this: auditory stimuli draw 
attention because of specific features they possess but they don’t necessarily get attended to. This two 
stage mechanism is supported by neuroscience: sounds with high saliency trigger early brain response 
[Escera et al., 1998] while inhibition of return [Prime et al., 2003] and general attentiveness to sound 
determine whether a late response corresponding to actual attending is observed. Recognizing sound 
features that increase saliency [Kayser et al 2005] and attract attention is an important aspect of the 
proposed soundscape theory. It is well known [Kayser et al 2005] that spectral and temporal variations and 
modulations – sometimes referred to as ripple – increase saliency for human observers. However, the 
auditory brainstem, which is responsible for these specific sensitivities, has a much higher plasticity than 
one might expect. A well known example of this can be found in the experiments with rats by Chang and 
Merzenich (2003). The importance of speech (and music) for humans is expected to shape the sensitivity 
for spectro-temporal changes in early childhood. On the basis of this , one could expect a common basis 
for auditory saliency, but in addition some specificity for different (groups of) people.  
Auditory streams are classically regarded as existing in a pre-attentive phase. Although this view is 
appealing because of its conceptual simplicity, recent findings suggest that attention also plays a role in 
the formation of auditory streams [Cusack et al. 2004][Shamma et al. 2011].Overall, it can be stated that 
the process of auditory scene analysis draws on low-level principles for segmentation and grouping, but is 
fine-tuned by selective attention [Fritz et al., 2007]. Sound objects within the sonic environment are thus 
formed with the help of selective attention. 
The listener embedded in a real environment – in contrast to experimental conditions – relies on all 
senses to structure the image of the environment in its mind [Driver and Spence, 1998]. One sensory 
modality could draw spatial attention also to a different modality and even influence the perception itself 
strongly. This raises the question whether attention resources are controlled by a supramodal system or by 
many modality specific attention systems. In focused attention conditions, judging each signal (sound and 
vision) separately when incongruent sensory signals occur at the same location is difficult, at least much 
more difficult than when the incongruent signals come from different spatial location and attention is 
divided [Santangelo et al., 2010]. A multilevel mechanism of attention with a multimodal component 
overarching the single sensory component seems the most plausible model given today’s knowledge. In 
the context of assessing the sonic environment, this could be interpreted as a stronger emphasis on v isual 
sources but at the same time a lower identification of deviant sound experience if it comes from the same 
location.  
Listening in search or story listening involves voluntary (endogeneous) attention focusing grounded in 
higher level cognition. It can be shaped by expectations about the place based on prior experience or 
knowledge or it can be initially triggered by involuntary attention focusing . In the latter case, 
incongruence of the sound in the scene can enhance detectability [Gygi and Saphiro, 2011]. Event Related 
Potential measurements confirm the deviant processing also with complex sounds but also show that 
familiarity with the sound has an effect [Kirmse et al. 2009]. A foundation for rapid extraction of meaning 
from a familiar environmental sound was observed even when sounds were not consciously attended. 




likely to trigger attention but they are also to most probably object of voluntary attention focusing during 
listening is search or story listening. 
Until now we did not consider the relationship between attention and binaural hearing. Inhibition of 
return on location [Mondor et al., 1998] could explain why moving sources or groups of sources of the 
same kind popping up at different locations might be less easily inhibited by the auditory system and thus 
continue to attract attention longer than a stationary source. It is known that identity information 
predominates over location information in auditory memory [Mayr et al., 2011] thus soundscape appraisal 
in itself – in contrast to unmasking – may be less sensitive to aspects of binaural hearing. 
The reaction of the brain to sensory stimuli depends on its current state. According to the attention to 
memory model hypothesis that very similar attention mechanism are involved in memory tasks at the one 
hand and sensory processing tasks at the other [Cabeza et al., 2011]. Part of the neural circu itry even 
seems to overlap. This implies additional modulation of overall attention devoted to the sonic 
environment. Conversely, it also implies that sensory input in general and sound in particular can distract 
from memory (and cognitive) tasks. Soundscape perception can therefore be different for the same person 
at different instances. Internal variables in attention models need to account for this.  
 
3. Explaining known dependencies based on attention mechanisms in the soundscape 
theory 
 
Attention mechanisms can – at least partly – explain several of the observations made with regard to 
soundscapes and their effects on people by several authors. As part of a soundscape design process, 
several authors have pointed out that adding sounds that are appraised by a large part of the population as 
a pleasant and stimulating component of the sonic environment can improve the overall soundscape 
without lowering the level of unwanted sound. Water sounds have been studied extensively e.g. [Jeon et 
al., 2010] for this purpose. Similarly, bird song [De Coensel et al., 2011], gentle voices, wind, etc. have 
been shown to improve the perceived quality of a sonic environment. Comparing the level and spectrum 
of the wanted sound with the unwanted sound, it is clear that inner ear masking effects cannot account for 
these observations, in particular when the wanted sound has strongly fluctuating amplitude. Attention 
mechanisms explained above can easily explain these observations: vocalizations attract attention 
because of their saliency and thus distract attention from unwanted sounds. It is perfectly clear from the 
discussion in the previous section that vocalizations should indeed be observed more easily because of 
their relevance for human communication. 
The importance of the interaction between aural and visual stimuli for soundscapes has been 
investigated and stressed by several authors, e.g. [Yang and Kang, 2005][Raimbault and Dubois, 
2005][Viollon et al., 2002]. The multimodal component in the attention mechanism can explain many of 
these observations. Visual characteristics of an object, e.g. its incongruence in the visual scene or simply 
the fact that the object moves can attract visual attention and thus also focus auditory attention on this 
object. One could be tempted to deduct that invisible sound sources are less disturbing, but this is not 
necessarily through. If the sound still captures attention although it is invisible, its unexpected nature or 
incongruence with the visual scene may trigger higher cognitive mechanisms leading to negative 
appraisal.  
Cultural and social differences have been observed in the way the sonic environment is perceived and 
appreciated by persons using this environment. The different meaning given to the sounds by people with 
different socio-cultural background is an obvious candidate for explaining these differences. However, 
attention could also play a (small) role here. The plasticity of the auditory brainstem [Bidelman et al., 
2011] could make particular groups of people more susceptible and sensitive to particular sounds thus 
leading to stronger sensory driven attention for particular types of sounds. Once a sound is noticed, 
meaning could help to trigger more outward oriented attention, leading to strong focusing on  for example 
unwanted components of the sonic environment and subsequent negative appraisal.  
The potential for mental restoration of the public open space in urban environments is one of the main 
reasons for promoting conservation of than public space. It  has been suggested frequently that a matching 




observation of this effect is rare. In lab environment, researchers at Stockholm University clearly showed 
the advantage of natural sound mixes over noise at different levels for recovery from psychological stress 
[Alvarsson et al., 2010]. The authors argue that “the mechanisms behind the faster recovery could be 
related to positive emotions (pleasantness), evoked by the nature sound …”. The experiment also included 
quiet ambient sound which turned out to have less restorative power. The authors offer the lack of 
information in the sound as a reason for this. The latter explanation could be refined by the attentio n 
mechanisms discussed above. In line with [Kaplan, 1995], psychological restoration requires that 
internally directed attention is disrupted by external stimuli. A soundscape rich in variety of sounds that 
easily attract human attention would therefore be beneficial for psychological restoration. The role of 
pleasantness may to some extent be explained through enhanced cognitive attention for the sound. 
 
4. Bringing theory to practice: measuring 
 
Bringing the theory for soundscape to measurement equipment requires several simplifications. Features 
extracted from the incoming sound stream are to be calculated on equipment with limited computational 
capabilities or should be based on a limited number of quantities to be transmitted f rom the sensor node to 
a computational node located elsewhere on the internet. Spectral resolution was therefore limited to 
one-third-octave bands. Loudness is calculated to account for cochlear mechanisms including energetic 
masking. Features reflecting temporal and spectral contrast are extracted using double Gaussian filters. 
Spectral harmonics and rhythm are not explicitly taken into account. Details can be found in [Oldoni et al., 
2010]. 
The computational model has to tackle the problem of sound identi fication and stream segregation. 
Inspired by human auditory processing, the auditory feature space is mapped to  a two dimensional space 
by a self organized mapping (SOM) that relies on co-occurrence (temporal coherence) of features to 
introduce structure. As the mapping needs more specificity where the human listener would be able to 
discriminate between sounds, training should be enhanced for sounds that attract attention. A short-cut 
consists in using saliency as a proxy for bottom-up attention mechanisms. The training of the map is 
continued as long as the measurement system is placed in a sonic environment. This reflects the plasticity 
of the human auditory processing. New sounds occurring in a place will initially be treated as novel and 
unknown but will gradually become more familiar. 
All sound in the sonic environment being represented as efficiently as possible – with respect to 
human-like capabilities – in a two-dimensional map, attention mechanisms are implemented as a spotlight 
on this map. Attention is modeled as a result of the interplay between activation and inhibition of all the 
nodes in the two-dimensional map. Activation is caused by the sensory stimuli and their saliency at the 
one hand and by lateral activation at the other. The latter is needed to create congruent areas in  the map to 
receive the spotlight jointly. Two forms of inhibition are implemented in the model. Inhibition of return – 
preventing focusing attention for too long on a sound – grows steadily as a node in the map receives 
attention and then very slowly fades away after the node was no longer attended to. The second form of 
inhibition prevents all the nodes in the map but a few to be selected by the attention mechanism. It 
enhances contrast. Within the context of the model it can be called global inhibition s ince it affects the 
whole map. Voluntary attention leading to listening in search or story listening cannot be predicted as such, 
but its effect on gating stimuli to working memory can. The effect of this form of attention could be 
implemented as an additional excitation of the parts of the map corresponding to the target sound 
combined with a reduction of inhibition of return mechanisms. The former could be seen as mimicking the 
formation of a mental image of a sound that the human listener is searching fo r, the latter mimics the 
continuing interest in the sound [Boes et al. 2012]. 
Models for auditory attention embedded in soundscape measuring equipment cannot account for attention 
focusing on other sensory input nor on internally oriented attention. Yet, a s was discussed above, 
biological attention mechanisms are at least partly shared by different senses. If the computational model 
neglects to account for this, unexpected emerging behavior is observed: even during quiet periods, the 
system tries to focus on a sound. Thus a simple statistical approach to other focus of attention has to be 
added.  




from one of the urban microphones placed in the city of Gent. Figure 1 shows the frequency with which a 
variety of sounds – mapped in a two dimensional map – is expected to be noticed or paid attention to by 
the average listener.  
 
Figure 1 – Frequency of noticing or attending to different sounds: left 1am-2am, middle 7am-8am, right 
1pm-2pm. At lower left in the map individual car passages are found, at upper left construction noises, upper 
right represents city background sound, etc. These sounds can be discovered by clicking on the map. 
5. Conclusions 
A theory explaining the important role of attention in soundscape research and design is proposed in this 
paper. It is shown how this theory can explain several observations made by soundscape researchers. A 
practical application of the insights gained from formally describing how attention might influence the 
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